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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Paley-Wiener theorem for K-finite compactly supported smooth functions on a 
real reductive group Lie group G of the Harish-Chandra class is due to J. Arthur [1] 
in general, and to O.A. Campoli [9] for G of split rank one. 
In our paper [7] we established a similar Paley-Wiener theorem for smooth 
functions on a reductive symmetric space. In this paper we will show that Arthur's 
theorem is a consequence ofour result if one considers the group G as a symmetric 
space for G x G with respect to the left times fight action. At the same time we will 
formulate a Paley-Wiener theorem for K-finite generalized functions (in the sense 
of distribution theory) on G, and prove that it is a special case of the Paley-Wiener 
theorem for symmetric spaces established in our paper [8]. 
All mentioned Paley-Wiener theorems are formulated in the following spirit. 
A Fourier transform is defined by means of Eisenstein integrals for the minimal 
principal series for the group or space under consideration. The Eisenstein integrals 
depend on a certain spectral parameter and satisfy the so called Arthur-Campoli 
relations. A Paley-Wiener space is defined as a certain space of meromorphic 
functions in the spectral parameter, characterized by the Arthur-Campoli relations 
and by growth estimates. The Paley-Wiener theorem asserts that the Fourier 
transform is a topological linear isomorphism from a space of K-finite corn- 
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pactly supported smooth or generalized functions onto a particular Paley-Wiener 
space. 
The Paley-Wiener space of Arthur's paper is defined in terms of Eisenstein 
integrals as introduced by Harish-Chandra [13]; we shall refer to these integrals as 
being unnormalized. Our Paley-Wiener theorems in [7] and [8] are defined in terms 
of the so-called normalized Eisenstein i tegrals defined in [3]. For G considered as 
a symmetric space the normalized Eisenstein i tegral differs from the unnormalized 
one. Consequently, the associated Fourier transforms and Paley-Wiener spaces are 
different. The final objective of this paper is to clarify the relationships between the 
various Paley-Wiener spaces. 
Recently, P. Delorme [12] has proved a different Paley-Wiener theorem, involv- 
ing the operator-valued Fourier transforms associated with all generalized principal 
series representations. In his result the Arthur-Campoli relations are replaced 
by intertwining relations. Moreover, the result is valid without he restriction of 
K-finiteness. 
We shall now give a brief outline of the present paper. In Section 2 we introduce 
the basic concepts, in particular the space C~(G : r) of r-spherical compactly 
supported smooth functions, for which Arthur's theorem is most conveniently for- 
mulated. We review the definition of Harish-Chandra's (unnormalized) Eisenstein 
integral E(P : )0 for P a minimal parabolic subgroup of G and with spectral 
parameter k c a~c; here o0 is the Lie algebra of the split component A0 of P. Finally, 
we give the definition of the associated Fourier transform uSt-e. 
In Section 3 we recall, in Theorem 3.3, the formulation of Arthur's Paley-Wiener 
theorem [1]. This theorem deals with the family of Fourier transforms (".TQ)Q~7~o 
with Q ranging over the finite set 300 of parabolic subgroups with the same split 
component A0. The theorem asserts that this family of transforms establishes an 
isomorphism from Cc~(G : r) onto a Paley-Wiener space ~PW(G, r, 790). The 
Fourier transforms in the family are completely determined by any single one 
among them. Accordingly, in Theorem 3.6, Arthur's Paley-Wiener theorem is 
reformulated byasserting that a single Fourier transform u.Te defines a topological 
linear isomorphism from Cc~(G : r) onto a Paley-Wiener space upW(G, r, P). 
In Section 4 we formulate, in Theorem 4.2, a distributional Paley-Wiener 
theorem, which asserts that uUe defines a topological linear isomorphism from the 
space Cc ~ (G : r) of r-spherical compactly supported generalized functions on G 
onto a Paley-Wiener space ~PW*(G, r, P). 
At this point of the paper, the main results have been stated. The rest of the paper 
is devoted to proofs. In Section 5 we prepare for this by introducing the C-functions 
and listing those of their properties that are needed. 
In Section 6 we give the proof that Theorem 3.6 is indeed a reformulation 
of Arthur's theorem. We describe the relations between the different Fourier 
transforms in terms of C-functions. The equivalence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 is 
then captured by the assertion, in Proposition 6.4, that the natural map between 
the Paley-Wiener spaces "PW(G, r, 790) and upW(G, r, P) is a topological isomor- 
phism. 
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In the next Section, 7, a normalized Fourier transform Ore is defined in terms of 
the normalized Eisenstein integral 
E°(P : ~. : .) := E(P : ~. : .) o Cpie(1 : 20-l; 
This normalization is natural from the point of view of asymptotic expansions; it
has the effect hat the new, normalized C-functions become unitary for imaginary ~. 
It follows from the relation between the Eisenstein integrals that the normalized 
Fourier transform is related to the above Fourier transform by a relation of the 
form Uore = Up o Up, where Up denotes multiplication by a C-function )~ w-~ 
CpLp(1 : -L)*. An associated Paley-Wiener space PW(G, r, P) is defined, as 
well as a distributional Paley-Wiener space, indicated by superscript ,. The main 
result of the section, Theorem 7.8, asserts that the map/de induces isomorphisms 
PW(G, r, P) -+ uPW(G, r, P) and PW*(G, r, P) --+ upW*(G, r, P). As a result, 
the associated Paley-Wiener theorems for the normalized Fourier transform are 
equivalent to those for the unnormalized transform. 
Let .X denote G viewed as a symmetric space for .G := G x G. In the 
final section the unnormalized Eisenstein integral E(P : ;~) for G is related to 
the unnormalized Eisenstein integral for .X as defined in [3]. It follows from 
this relation that the normalized Eisenstein integrals, for G and .X, coincide; 
therefore, so do the normalized Fourier transforms. Likewise, it is shown that the 
Paley-Wiener spaces for G coincide with the similar spaces for .X. This finally 
establishes the validity of all mentioned Paley-Wiener theorems as special cases of 
the theorems in [7] and [8]. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
Let G be a real reductive Lie group of the Harish-Chandra class and let K be a 
maximal compact subgroup. Let V~ be a finite-dimensional Hi bert space, and let r 
be a unitary double representation f K in Vr. By this we mean that r = (rl, r2) 
with rl a left and r2 a right unitary representation f K in Vr; moreover, the 
representations rl and r2 commute. We will often drop the subscripts on rl and 
r2, writing 
r(kl)vr(ka)=rl(kl)vr2(k2) 
for all v c Vr and kl, k2 E K. A function f : G --+ Vr is called r-spherical if it 
satisfies the rule 
(2 .1)  f (k lgk2)  = r (k l ) f (g ) r (k2)  
for all g ~ G and kl, k2 c K. The space of smooth r-spherical functions is 
denoted by C°°(G : r) and equipped with the usual Frrchet opology. The subspace 
Cc~(G : r) of compactly supported smooth r-spherical functions is equipped with 
the usual complete locally convex (Hausdorff) topology. 
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We shall first briefly establish some notation for the group. As usual, we denote 
Lie groups by Roman capitals, and their Lie algebras by the Gothic lower case 
equivalents. 
Let 0 6 Aut(G) be the Cartan involution associated with K. The associated 
infinitesimal involution of ~ is denoted by the same symbol and the associated 
eigenspaces with eigenvalues +1 and -1  by ~ and p, respectively. Accordingly, we 
have the Cartan decomposition g = ~ ~ p. 
Let ao be a maximal abelian subspace of p and let E be the restricted root system 
of cto in g. Let Ao := exp ao be the associated vectorial subgroup of G and let 790 = 
79(Ao) be the collection of parabolic subgroups of G with split component Ao. Each 
element P ~ 790 is minimal and has a Langlands decomposition of the form P = 
MoAoNp, with Mo equal to the centralizer of Ao in K. Let E(P)  be the collection 
of cto-roots in np = Lie(Np). Then P ~ E(P)  defines aone-to-one correspondence 
between 79(Ao) and the collection of positive systems for E. 
We equip ao with a W-invariant positive definite inner product (., .); the dual 
space a~ is equipped with the dual inner product. The latter inner product is 
* The norm associated with the inner extended to a complex bilinear form on aoc. 
product on a~ is extended to a Hermitian orm on a~c, denoted by I • I. 
We shall now review the definition of the r-spherical Eisenstein integral related 
to a given parabolic subgroup P ~ 79(Ao). Let rmo denote the restriction of r to 
Mo. As M0 is a subgroup of K, the space L2(Mo : rMo) of square integrable rm0- 
spherical functions Mo ~ Vr is finite dimensional nd equals the space of smooth 
rmo-spherical functions. We equip Mo with normalized Haar measure, and define 
the finite-dimensional Hi bert space ,42 = A2(r) by 
(2.2) .42 := L2(Mo : rMo) = C~(Mo : rMo). 
Let ~p c ,42. For )~ e a~c we define the function ~z = lpp,~. : G ~ Vr by 
aPx (namk) = a z+;e ~ (m) r2(k), 
for k ~ K, m ~ Mo, a e A0 and n ~ Np. Here pe ~ a~ is defined by 
pe (H) = ~ tr(ad(H)Inp). 
By the analytic nature of the Iwasawa decomposition G = Np AoK, the function ~Px 
is analytic. We define the Eisenstein integral E ( P : ~p : )~ ) : G --+ Vr by 
(2.3) f rl(k)O (k-lx)d ,
K 
forx 6 G. Then, clearly, E(P  : ~p : )0 is a function in C~(G : r), depending linearly 
on ~p and holomorphically on )~. 
Remark 2.1. Here we have adopted the same convention as J. Arthur [1, §2], 
which differs from Harish-Chandra's. Let E Hc denote the Eisenstein integral as 
defined by Harish-Chandra [13, §9]. Then EHC(p : ~p : ~.) = E(P  : ap : i)O. 
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For the reader's convenience, we note that Arthur [1] uses the notation 
.Acusp(M0, r) or .,40 for the space (2.2). 
In terms of the Eisenstein integral we define a Fourier transform UUp from 
C~(G : 3) to the space O(a~c ) ® .42 of holomorphic .A2-valued functions on 
a~c. The superscript u indicates that this Fourier transform is defined in terms of 
the above unnormalized Eisenstein integral, in contrast with a normalized Fourier 
transform 5re to be defined later. 
Let dx be a choice of Haar measure on G. We define the Fourier transform u.Fe f 
of f  E Cc~(G : 3) by the formula 
(2.4) ( uFPf(~')' ~}A2 = f ( f (x) ,  e(e  : v, : -x :  X))v  dx, 
G 
for 7z ~ ,m2 and )~ 6 a~c. It follows from the Paley-Wiener theorem in [1] that U.Fp 
is injective on C~(G : r). This injectivity can also be established by application of 
the subrepresentation theorem [ 11, Theorem 8.21 ]. 
3. ARTHUR'S PALEY-WIENER THEOREM 
The image of Cc~(G : r) under Fourier transform is described by the Paley-Wiener 
theorem due to J. Arthur [ 1 ], which we shall now formulate. 
It is convenient to rewrite the definition of the Fourier transform u.T'p in terms of 
a (unnormalized) ual Eisenstein integral. Given x e G and ), 6 a~c, we agree to 
define E(P : ~. : x) c Hom(A2, Vr) by the formula 
E(P : ,k : x )~ := E(P : ~ : )~ : x) 
for 7z ~ .Aa. Moreover, we define a dual Eisenstein integral by 
(3.1) UE*(P : ) , :x ) :=E(P : -~:x )*  eHom(Vr,.A2), 
where the superscript • indicates that the Hilbert adjoint has been taken. The 
superscript u serves to distinguish the present dual Eisenstein integral from a 
normalized version that will be introduced at a later stage. 
The dual Eisenstein integral UE* may be viewed as a smooth Hom(Vr, .A2)-valued 
function on a~c x G which is holomorphic in the first variable. In terms of this 
Eisenstein integral, the Fourier transform (2.4) may be expressed as an integral 
transform. Indeed, it readily follows from the given definitions that 
(3.2) u.T'pf(~.) = f UE*(P :~. :x ) f (x )dx ,  
G 
for f ~ Cc~(G : r) and ~ e a~.  We now proceed to giving the definition of a 
suitable Paley-Wiener space. 
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Let V be a finite-dimensional real linear space. We denote by S(V) the symmetric 
algebra of Vc. This algebra is identified with the algebra of constant coefficient 
holomorphic differential operators on Vc in the usual way. 
We denote by O(V¢) the space ofholomorphic functions on Vc and, for a • Vc, 
by Oa = Oa(Vc) the space of germs of holomorphic functions at a. Moreover, we 
denote by Oa(Vc)~ayl the space of linear functionals Oa --~ C of the form 
f ~ eVa(U f )  = uf(a), 
with u • S(V). The elements of  Oa(VC)tayl will be called Taylor functionals at a, 
as they give linear combinations of coefficients of a Taylor series at a. Clearly, the 
map u ~ eva o u is a linear isomorphism from S(V) onto Oa(VC)tayr 
We define the space of Taylor functionals on Vc as the algebraic direct sum 
O(Vc)tayl := ~ Oa(VC)t*ayl. 
a~Vc 
Yl :g Given U • ©( C)tayl, the finite set ofa • Vc with Ua ~ 0 is called the support of U, 
notation supp U. Given f • O(Vc), we put 
U f :=  ~ Uafa. 
aesupp U
The map U ® f ~-+ Uf  defines an embedding of O(VC)~ay 1 into the linear dual 
f * O(Vc)*; this justifies the notation. Note that in fact the elements o O(Vc)tayl are 
continuous with respect to the usual Fr6chet opology on O(Vc). 
Finally, we note that a finitely supported function U : Vc ~ S(V) may be viewed 
as a Taylor functional by the formula Uf := Y~a eva[U (a) f]. Accordingly, the 
space of Taylor functionals may be identified with the space of finitely supported 
functions Vc ~ S(V). 
Definition 3.1. An (unnorrnalized, holomorphic) Arthur-Campoli functional for 
(G, v, 790) is a family (ff~p)pE790 C O(a~C)t*ay 1 ~ ,A~ such that 
Z:p["E*(P :. : x)vp] =o  
P~'PO 
for all x • G and all (Vp)pE'pO Q V r . The linear space of such families is denoted 
by UAChol(G, r, 790). 
For R > 0 we define HR(a~c) to be the space of holomorphic functions 
~o :a~c ~ C such that for every n E N, 
VR,n(~p) := sup (1 + [Ll)ne--elReXl]cp(~.)[ < ~.  
LEa~C 
Equipped with the seminorms VR,,,, for n E N, this space is a Fr6chet space. 
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Definition 3.2. Let R > 0. The Paley-Wiener space "PWn(G, r, 790) is defined to 
be the space of families (~op)ee$'o C Hn (a~c) ® A2 such that 
E Cp(pp = 0 
P C PO 
for all (£p)p6790 E "AChol(G, r, 79o). 
By continuity of the Taylor functionals, the Paley-Wiener space is a closed 
subspace of the direct sum of a finite number of copies of HR (a~c) ® A2, one for 
each P 6 790; it is therefore a Frfchet space of its own right. 
For R > 0 we put Gn := Kexp/~RK, where /}n denotes the closed ball of 
center 0 and radius R in ao. Moreover, we define the following closed subspace of 
Cc~(G : r), and equip it with the relative topology: 
C~(G • r) = {f  6 C°*(G'r) lsuppf  C GR]. 
We have now gathered the concepts and notation eeded to formulate the Paley- 
Wiener theorem due to J. Arthur [1, p. 83, Theorem 3.3.1]. 
Theorem 3.3 (Arthur [1]). The map f w-~ (U3Cp f )eep o is a topological linear 
isomorphism from C~(G : z) onto upWR(G, z, 790). 
Each of the individual Fourier transforms "St'e, for P 6 To, is already injective 
on Cc ~ (G : r). It is therefore natural to reformulate Arthur's theorem in terms of a 
single Fourier transform. 
Definition 3.4. Let P ~ To. An (unnormalized, holomorphic) Arthur~Campoli 
Or-* "* ® A~ such that functional for the triple (G, T, P) is a functional £ ~ ~Uoc)tay 1 
(3.3) £.[UE*(P :. : x)v] = O, 
for all x ~ G and all v ~ Vr. The space of such functionals is denoted by 
UAChol(G, r, P). 
Definition 3.5. Let P c 79o and R > 0. We define the Paley-Wiener space 
upWR(G, r, P) to be the space of functions ~o 6 HR(a~c ) ® Jr2 such that/~o = 0 
for all £ 6 UAChol(G, r, P). 
Arthur's Paley-Wiener theorem ay now be reformulated asfollows. 
Theorem 3.6. Let P ~ Po and R > O. The map uue is a topological linear 
isomorphism from C~(G : r) onto upWR(G, r, P). 
The equivalence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 will be established in Section 6. 
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4. A DISTRIBUTIONAL PALEY-WIENER SPACE 
In this section we will formulate a Paley-Wiener theorem characterizing the 
image under Fourier transform of the space C~(G : r) of compactly supported 
r-spherical generalized functions. 
We shall first define the mentioned space. The space Cc~(G) of compactly 
supported generalized functions on G is defined as the topological linear dual of 
the Frrchet space of smooth densities on G. It is equipped with the strong dual 
topology. 
Via the map f w-~ fdx,  the space C~-~(G) is isomorphic with the space of 
compactly supported generalized ensities on G. Via integration the latter space 
may in turn be identified with the continuous linear dual of C~(G), i.e., with the 
space of compactly supported istributions on G. 
The pairing with smooth densities induces a natural embedding Cc~(G) 
Cc~(G);  accordingly, the left and right regular epresentations of G in Cc~(G) 
extend to continuous representations of G in Cc ~ (G). We now define Cc ~ (G : Vr) 
as the space of K x K-invariants in Cc~(G) @ Vr. Again, there is a natural 
embedding Cc~(G : r) ~ Cc~(G : r). 
The definition of"OL-p by (3.2), for a given P e To, has a natural interpretation for 
compactly supported r-spherical generalized functions. Accordingly, ,)rp extends 
to a continuous linear map C~-~(G : r) --+ O(a~c) ® .A2. 
Let R > 0 and n E N. We define HR, n (aoc) to be the space of entire holomorphic 
functions ~0 :a~c ~ C with 
VR_n(qg) = sup (1 + II~.[I)-ne-RIReXll~(~.)[ < 00. 
~.Ea~c 
Equipped with the given norm, this space is a Banach space. If m < n, then 
HR,m (tl0C) C H R,n (%C), 
with continuous inclusion map. The union H n* (a0c)* of these spaces, for n ~ N, is 
equipped with the inductive limit locally convex topology. 
Definition 4.1. Let P 6 7~o and R > 0. The distributional Paley-Wiener space 
"PW~(G, r, P) is defined as the space of functions ~o 6 H~(a~c) ® .A2 satisfying 
the Arthur-Campoli relations £~o = 0 for all £ E uAChol(G, r, P). 
By continuity of Taylor functionals, the space upW~(G, r, P) is a closed sub- 
space of H)(a~c) ® .A2; we endow it with the relative topology. 
The following result is the analogue of Arthur's Paley-Wiener theorem for K- 
finite compactly supported generalized functions on G. Given R > 0 we denote 
by C~(G : r) the space of r-spherical generalized functions on G with support 
contained in GR = K exp/)RK. It is equipped with the relative topology. 
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Theorem 4.2 (The Paley-Wiener theorem for generalized functions). Let P c 790 
and R > O. The Fourier transform U Up extends to a topological linear isomorphism 
from CR~(G : r) onto upW~(G, r, P). 
As mentioned in the introduction, this theorem will follow from the results of the 
present paper combined with the distributional Paley-Wiener theorem for reductive 
symmetric spaces proved in [8]. 
Remark 4.3. With the same arguments that will lead to the equivalence of 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.3, it can be shown that Theorem 4.2 is equivalent to a 
Paley-Wiener theorem for generalized functions involving the family ("YrP)eeT~o 
in the same spirit as Theorem 3.3. 
5. C-FUNCTIONS,  S INGULAR LOCI AND ESTIMATES 
To establish the equivalence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 we need relations between the 
Fourier transforms, which can be given in terms of the so-called C-functions. The 
latter arise as coefficients in asymptotic expansions of Eisenstein integrals. 
Let Q ~ 790. We denote by a~ the positive chamber determined by the positive 
system E (Q) and by A~ the image in A0 under the exponential map. Then K A~ K 
is an open dense subset of G. 
In view of its r-spherical behavior, the Eisenstein integral E(P : k), for P c 790, 
is completely determined by its restriction to A~. It follows from Harish-Chandra's 
result [14, Theorem 18.1], that, on MoA~, the given Eisenstein integral behaves 
asymptotically asfollows: 
(5.1) E(P : )~ : ma)~p ~ ~_, aSZ-Pe [CQIP(S : k)Tt](m) (a ~ cx~ in A~), 
sEW 
for every ~p c .,42, every m ~ Mo, and )~ 6 i a0 reg. Here W denotes the Weyl 
group of the root system E and the coefficients CalP(S " -) are End(A2)-valued 
analytic functions of)~ ~ ia0 reg. The functions ColP(S : . ) ,  for s ~ W, are uniquely 
determined by these properties. A priori they have a meromorphic extension to an 
open neighborhood f i a~ in a~c. 
Remark 5.1. Harish-Chandra denotes the c-functions by lower case letters. In 
view of Remark 2.1, the C-functions introduced above are related to Harish- 
Chandra's by the formula CQiP(S : ik) = calP(S : )~). 
For P c 79o and R ~ R we put 
(5.2) a~(P ,R) :={)~ra~c l (Rek ,o t )<R,  rot e E(P)}. 
A E-hyperplane in ct~c is a hyperplane of the form ()~, or) = c, with ot c E and 
c e C. The hyperplane is said to be real i fc c •. 
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We define l-lz (a~c) to be the set of polynomial functions that can be written as a 
product of a nonzero complex number and linear factors of the form )~ w. (Z, or) - c, 
with ot~ E and c 6 C. The subset of polynomial functions which are products as 
above with c e ~ is denoted by Flz,R(a~c). 
Lemma 5.2. Let P ~ 790. The endomorphism C(1 : ~.) = CPip(1 : )Q E End(A2) is 
invertible for generic )~ c i a~. Both maps 
(5.3) ~. ~ C(1 : )Q±I 
extend to End(Az)-valued meromorphic functions on a~c that can be expressed 
as products of functions of  the form )~ ~-~ c~(()~, a)), for ~ ~ E(P), with ca 
a meromorphic function on C with real singular locus. Accordingly, each of 
the functions (5.3) has a singular locus equal to a locally finite union of  real 
E-hyperplanes in a~c. 
Let R ~ ]~. Only a finite number of the mentioned singular hyperplanes inter- 
sect -a~(P, R). There exist polynomial functions q± c FI~,~(a~) such that )~ w, 
q±00C(1 : - L  ) ±1 are regular on the closure of the set a~(P, R ). I f  q± is any pair of 
polynomials with these properties, there exist constants n ~ N and C > 0 such that 
J]q±(Z)C(l : _x)±l JJ ~ c(1 + jxj) n (x c a~(P, g)). 
Proof. All assertions readily follow from the arguments in [1], proofofLemma 5.2, 
except possibly for the final estimate, which at first follows for a particular choice 
of q±. A straightforward application of the Cauchy integral formula then gives the 
result for arbitrary q± satisfying the hypotheses. [] 
Following Harish-Chandra [15, §17], we define the following normalized C- 
functions, for P, Q 6 790 and s 6 W: 
(5.4) °CaJP(S : ~) :-~ COla(1 : s~,)- lCalP(S : )~). 
The following result, due to Harish-Chandra [15], will be of crucial importance to 
US. 
Lemma 5.3 (Harish-Chandra [15]). For all P, Q ~ 790 and s ~ W, the End(.A2)- 
valued function )~ w-~ °Cafe(s : )~) has a rational extension to a~c. 
The endomorphism °CalP(S " )Q is invertible for generic )~ ~ a~c and )~ ~-+ 
°CQi e (s : ~.)-1 is a rational End(A2)-valued function. 
Finally, each of the functions )~ ~ ° Col P (S : ~.)±1 is a product o f functions of  the 
form )~ ~ ca (()~, ~)), for ot ~ E, with ca a End(A2)-valued rational function on C. 
Proof. The assertions for °CQip(s : ~. )  follow from [15, Lemma 19.2] combined 
with the corollary to Lemma 17.2 and with Lemma 17.4 of the same article. For 
imaginary )~, the endomorphism °CQip(s : ~.) is unitary, by [15, Lemma 17.3]. The 
remaining assertions now follow by application of Cramer's rule. [] 
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6. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
According to [ 1 5, Lemma 1 7.2], the Eisenstein integrals are related by the following 
functional equations: 
(6.1) E(P :k :.) = E(Q :sk :.)°CQiP(S :k), 
for P, Q ~ 790 and s ~ W, as an identity of meromorphic C°°(G) ® Hom(.A2, Vr)- 
valued functions in the variable k ~ a~c. 
Lemma 6.1. Let P, Q ~ 790. Then °CQiP(1 : X) o °CpiQ(1 : ~.) = I, as an identity 
of End(A2)-valued functions in the variable k ~ a0c. 
Proof. From the functional equation for the Eisenstein integral it follows that, for 
xcG,  
E(P :~ :x) = E(P : )~ : x)°CpIQ(1 : )~)°CQ[p(1 : )~). 
Using (5.1), we infer that this identity is valid with CPlP(1 : ~.) in place of E(P : 
k : x) on both sides. As Cpip(1  : ~.) is invertible for generic )~, the required identity 
follows. [] 
In view of (3.1) it follows immediately from (6.1) that the unnormalized dual 
Eisenstein integrals atisfy the following functional equations, for P, Q 6 790 and 
seW,  
(6.2)  °CQiP(S : --k)* UE*(O : sk : .) = ~E*(P : k : .), 
as an identity ofmeromorphic Coo(G) ® Hom(Vr, ~42)-valued functions of)~ E a0c. 
In view of the definition of the Fourier transform in (3.2), this in turn implies that, 
for every f ~ Cc~(G, r), 
(6.3) °CQIP(S:-~.)* U.TQf(sk) = "~-e f(k),  
as an identity of meromorphic .A2-valued functions of k 6 a~c. 
Lemma 6.2. Let ~o = (~oP)ecp0 c O(a~c) ® ,A2, and assume that £~o = O for all 
/Z ~ uAC(G, r, 790). Then for all P, Q c 790 and s ~ W, 
(6.4) °Cale(s : -~.)*~oa(sk) = ~op(k), 
for generic k 6 a~c. 
Proof. Let P, Q c 790 and s c W be fixed. In view of Lemma 5.3 there exists a 
polynomial function q 6 Fix (a~c) such that k w-~ q O~)°CQIP (s : -~.)* is polynomial. 
Let ~o fulfill the hypothesis and let/z c a~c \ q-1 (0). 
We define Taylor functionals £R E O(a~c)t*ay 1 ® ~4~ by £e~P := -q(Iz)~P(lz) and 
/~Q~ = ev,[k w-~ q(~.)°CalP(S : --2)*~(s)0], for 7t ~ O(a~c) ® A2, and by/2R = 0 
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for R E 79O \ {P, Q}. It follows from (6.2) that 12 ~ uAC(G, r, 79o). Hence, 12~o = 0. 
We conclude that ~o satisfies (6.4) for )~ 6 a~c \ q-a(0). [] 
If  V is a finite-dimensional real linear space, we denote by A4(Vc) the space 
of meromorphic functions on Vc. Given P, Q 6 790, we define the endomorphism 
YP IQ °f-A/~(a~c) ® .42 by 
[YPiaTt]O~) = °CQIp(1 : -~.)*Ts(L ). 
In particular, YelP -~- I. 
Lemma 6.3. Let P, Q c 790 and R > O. Then ~/PIQ maps ~PWR(G, r, Q) continu- 
ously into HR(a~c ) ® .42. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that there exists a polynomial q ~ Flz(a~c) 
such that the function ;~ ~-~ q00 °CQIp(1 : -~)* is polynomial on a~c. This in turn 
implies that the map q o YelQ maps uPWR(G, r, Q) continuously into HR(a~c) ® 
.42. 
Let ~ ~ E and c ~ C be such that l : ;~ ~ ()~, o~) - c is a factor of q. Let d be 
the highest integer such that 1 d is still a factor of q. Let H~ denote the element 
of ao determined by H,~ I kero~ and ct(H~) = 2. Fix 0 ~< k < d. Then the element 
H i ~ S(ao), viewed as a constant coefficient differential operator on a~c satisfies 
H~q : 0 on 1-1 (0). Fix )~o E 1-1 (0) and consider the functional 12 E O(a~c)t*ay 1 ® .4~ 
defined by 
(6.5) 12(~p) := evz o o H~[qypiQ~o], 
for ~0 ~ O(a~c) ® .42. It follows from (6.2) that, for all x E G and v 6 Vr, the 
function ypiQUE*(Q : • : x)v  equals UE*(P : • : x)v, hence is holomorphic on 
a~c. By application of the Leibniz rule we now see that 12(UE*(Q : • : x)v)  = 0 
for all x ~ G and v c V~. Hence, 12 belongs to uAChol(G, r, Q). Let now ~o 
uPWR(G, r, Q). Then it follows that (6.5) equals zero. As this is valid for every 
~-o 6 l-~(0) and all 0 ~< k < d, it follows that l d divides qO~)YpiQqg. Treating all 
factors of q in this fashion, we see that yplQq9 is holomorphic on a~c outside 
a subset of complex codimension 2. It follows that YPIQ maps uPWR(G, r, Q) 
into O(a~c) ® .42. Since qYPIQ maps uPWR(G, r, Q) continuous linearly into 
HR(a~c) @ .42, it follows by a repeated application of Cauchy's integral formula, 
treating the linear factors o fq  one at a time, that YPIQ is a continuous linear map 
upWR(G,  r, Q) --+ HR(a~c) ®.42. [] 
I f£  6 uAC(G, r, P), then the family of Taylor functionals (12~)QETV0 defined by 
£)~ =/2 and by £~ = 0 for Q ~ P belongs to "AC(G, r, 790). Accordingly, we may 
view uAC(G, r, P) as a subspace of"AC(G, r, 790). It follows that upWR(G, r, To), 
for R > 0, is a subspace of the direct sum of the spaces upWR(G, r, P), for P ~ 790. 
Moreover, by continuity of Taylor functionats, this subspace is closed. 
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Proposition 6.4. Let Q ~ 790. Then, for  each R > O, the projection onto the 
component with index Q induces a topological inear isomorphism 
(6.6) upwn(G,  r, 79o) ~ "PWR(G, r, Q). 
Proofl Let E denote the direct sum of a finite number of copies of He (a~c) ® -42, 
labeled by the elements of 790. For each such element P let Pre :E -+ HR(a~c) ® 
.42 denote the projection onto the component of label P. We define the map 
gQ : uPWR(G, r, Q) --+ E by 
prp oyQ = YPIQ ('¢P • 79o). 
Then gQ is continuous linear; we will show that it maps into the subspace 
upWn(G, r, 79o) of E. Let (12P)peT,o belong to "AChol(G, r, 790). For each P • 790 
we select qe ~ FI~(a~c) such that ), ~ qe(~.)°CQle(1 : -~.)* is a polynomial 
OEa * ~* function. By Lemma 6.5 below, there exists a /Yp • ~0C tayJ ® A~ such that 
E.p = EJp o qp on O(a~c ) ® -42. By application of the Leibniz rule, we see that 
£" = ~e E/p o qe o gPI Q defines an element of O(a~c)t~)l ®A~. It follows from the 
functional equations for the Eisenstein integral that, for every x ~ G and VQ ~ V~, 
£/'[UE*(Q :. : X)VQ] = E £'2 °qe[UE*( P : " : X)VQ] 
P 
: .  
P 
Hence, £ .  • UAChol(G, r, Q). It follows that for ~0 • upWR(G, r, Q) we have 
0 = £"(~o) = E /2 ) ,  [qeyplQ(~O)]. 
P 
Moreover, since gelQ(~O) is holomorphic for each P • 790, it follows that the 
latter expression equals ~eE~pFQ(go)p. Hence, VQ maps "PWn(G, r, Q) into 
uPWR(G, r, To). Moreover, it does so continuously, as the latter space carries the 
relative topology from E. 
From the definition of gQ we see that prQ OFQ = gQIQ ~--- 1. Moreover, if ~o • 
"PWR(G, r, Po), then by Lemma 6.2 with s = 1, it follows that ~0p = gp[Q(~OQ), for 
all P • To. Hence, yQ o prQ = I on uPWR (G, r, Po). It follows that prQ restricts to 
a topological linear isomorphism (6.6) with inverse yQ. [] 
Lemma 6.5. Let q 6 FI~(aoe). Then for  every £ 60(a0e)tay 1 there exists a El 6 
O(-*,Uoc)tay 1"* such that E. = E.' o q on O(a~c ). 
Proof. This may be proved in the same fashion as [7, Lemma 1 0.5]. [] 
It is an immediate consequence ofProposition 6.4 that Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 are 
equivalent. 
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7. THE NORMALIZED FOURIER TRANSFORM 
The purpose of this section is to give equivalent versions of the Paley-Wiener 
theorems discussed in the previous sections, Theorems 3.6 and 4.2. The new 
versions are formulated in terms of a suitably normalized Fourier transform, which 
in the final section will be shown to coincide with the analogous Fourier transform 
for the group viewed as a symmetric space. The normalized Fourier transform is 
defined as in Section 2, but with a differently normalized Eisenstein integral. 
Let P ~ 79o. We define the normalized Eisenstein integral by 
(7.1) E°(P : )~:x)=E(P: )~:x)CPIP( I : )~)  -1, 
for generic )~ e a;c and for x ~ G. Then 2. ~ E ° (P :)0 is a meromorphic C °° (G)® 
Hom(A2, V~)-valued function on a~c. It is not entire holomorphic anymore, but its 
singular set is of a simple nature. Indeed, by Lemma 5.2 the singular set is a locally 
finite union of hyperplanes of the form (X, or) = c, with oe c E +, c 6 1R. Moreover, 
the occurring constants c are bounded from below. It is known that the singular set 
is disjoint from the imaginary space ia~, but we shall not need this here. 
As before we define (normalized) dual Eisenstein integrals by 
(7.2) E*(P : )~ : x) = E°(P : -~. : x)* ~ Hom(Vr, .,42) 
for generic ;~ 6 a~c and for x 6 G. In terms of these we define the normalized 
Fourier transform ~e : C~-°°(G : r) --~ M(a~c ) ® ,,42 by 
~ef ( )O  = f E*(P :)~ :x ) f (x )dx .  
G 
Lemma 7.1. Let f c Cc°°(G, r). The unnormalized and normalized Fourier 
transforms are related by 
(7.3) Cele(l : _2) ,~pf ( )O = U~ef()~), 
as an identity of  meromorphic functions of the variable )~ ~ aoc. 
Proof. Replacing ~. by -~. in both sides of (7.1), then multiplying with the C- 
function and taking conjugates, we obtain, in view of (3.1) and (7.2), 
CPip(1 : -~)* E*(P : )~ : x) = UE*(P : )~ :x), 
as meromorphic functions of)~ e a~c with values in C~(G) ® Hom(V~, A2). The 
result follows by testing with f dx. [] 
The singular nature of the normalized Eisenstein integral does not allow us to 
define Arthur-Campoli functionals in terms of Taylor functionals as we did in 
Section 3. Instead we need the concept of Laurent functional introduced in [6, 
Section 12]. We briefly recall its definition. 
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Let V be a finite-dimensional real linear space and let X c V* \ {0} be a finite 
subset. For a point a • Ve, we define the polynomial function ; ra  : VC "+ C by 
;ra :=  1--I (~ - ~(a)  ) • 
~ex 
The ring of germs of meromorphic functions at a is denoted by 3/I(Vc, a). We 
define the subring 
M(Vc ,  a, X) :~--- U ;raNOa" 
N6N 
Let eva denote the linear functional on Oa that assigns to a germ f • Oa its value 
f (a)  at a. 
An X-Laurent functional at a • Ve is a linear functional/2 • AA(Vc, a, X)* such 
that for every N • N there exists a UN • S(V) such that 
(7.4) /2 = eva o Uu o ;ra N on ; raNOa . 
The space of all Laurent functionals on Vc, relative to X, is defined as the algebraic 
direct sum of linear spaces 
(7.s) M(Vc ,  * • * X)laur .----- (~  ,/k/l(Vc, X, a)lau r. 
aE V C 
For/2 in the space (7.5), the finite set of a • Vc for which the component/2a is 
nonzero is called the support of/2 and denoted by supp/2. 
According to the above definition, any/2 • .M (Vc, X)~aur may be decomposed as
a c supp Z3 
Let .M(V¢, X) denote the space of meromorphic functions ~0 on V¢ with the 
property that the germ ~0a at any point a • V¢ belongs to .M(Vc, a, X). Then the 
X*  natural bilinear map M(Vc ,  )laur x M(Vc,  X) --~ C, given by 
(/2, ~0) ~/2~0 := ~ /2a~0a 
a • supp/2 
induces an embedding of A/I(Vc, X)taur onto a linear subspace of the dual space 
Ad(Vc, X)*. For more details concerning these definitions, we refer the reader to 
[6, Section 12]. 
Lemma 7.2. Let F_. • .M(Vc, X)[aur and let ~p • 3d(f2, X), for f2 an open 
neighborhood ofsupp/2. Then/2 o ~p belongs to Ad(Vc, X)[aur. 
Proofi Without loss of generality we may assume that £ is supported by a 
single point a c Vc. First assume that aPa e Oa. Then the result follows by a 
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straightforward application of the definition containing (7.4) combined with the 
Leibniz rule. It remains to establish the result for ~p = Jr~ -k, with k e 1~. In this case 
the result is an immediate consequence of the mentioned efinition. [] 
The following result relates the Laurent functionals to the Taylor functionals 
defined in Section 3. The inclusion map O(Vc) C A4(Vc, X) induces a surjection 
A/I(Vc, X)* ~ O(Vc)*. This property of surjectivity also holds on the level of 
Laurent functionals. The space O(Vc)t*ayl may naturally be viewed as a subspace 
of O(Vc)*. The natural map Ad(Vc, X)laur --+ O(Vc)* maps into this subspace. 
Lemma 7.3. The natural map A4(Vc, X)tat~ r ~ O(Vc)t*ay 1 is surjective. 
V( * Proof. Let U 6 O( C)tayl" Without loss of generality we may assume that U is 
supported by a single point a EVc. Then U = eVa o u for some u ~ S(V). By 
[4, Lemma 1.7] with d' = 0, there exists a/2 c M(Vc ,  a, X)laur determined by a 
sequence (Un)n~N C S(V), such that u0 = u. Thus, E restricts to U on O(Vc). [] 
Before proceeding, we formulate a result concerning division that will be 
frequently used in the sequel. 
Lemma 7.4. Let E be a finite-dimensional complex linear space. Let S be a linear 
X * E* subspace of  M(Vc ,  X) ® E, let S ° be the annihilator of S in .A/t(Vc, )laur ® 
and let S °° be the space of functions ~o ~ A//(Vc, X) ® E such that £~o = O for all 
/2 ~ S °. 
Let ~ be a nonzero End(E)-valued meromorphie function on Vc such that both 
and 7r -1 belong to J~(Vc, X) ® End(E). Let ~2 C Vc be an open subset such 
that ~o is regular on ~2 for all ~o ~ S. Then ~t~o is regular on ~2 for all ~o ~ S °°. 
Proof. We first assume that ~ = I. Then every ~0 c S is regular on g2. Let now 
~0 ~ S °° and consider a point a 6 g2. Then it suffices to show that the germ ~0a is 
regular at a. As ~Oa 6 .A4 (Vc, a) ® E, there exists a product q of factors of the form 
- ~(a), with ~ c X, such that q~Oa is regular at a. We fix q of minimal degree. 
Then q~Oa has a non-trivial value at a. Hence, there exists a linear functional r/~ E* 
such that eVa o q(qga, tl) ~ O. There exists a Laurent functional £ ~ A4(Vc, a)~aur 
such that/2 = eVa on Oa(V¢). Now/2 o q is a Laurent functional, and it follows 
from the above that/21 := [/2 o q] @ O is nonzero on ~Oa. Hence/21 ~ S °. It follows 
that there exists a function ~01 ~ S such that q(a)o(~ol(a)) =/21~Ol is nonzero. This 
implies that q is nonzero at a, hence constant. We conclude that ~Oa is regular at a. 
We now turn to the case with ~p general. Then multiplication by ~p induces a 
linear automorphism of M(Vc,  X) ® E, whose inverse is multiplication by 7t -1. 
In view of Lemma 7.2, the map 7z* :/2 ~ E o 7z is a linear automorphism of 
.A/[(Vc, X)lau r ® E with inverse (l~r--1) *. Put S 1 := 1/.rS. Then S~ = ~p*-I(S°) and 
S~ ° = 7f S °°. By the first part of the proof it follows that all elements of S~ ° are 
regular on g2. The result follows. [] 
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We use the non-degenerate bilinear map (., .) on a~ to identify this space with its 
real linear dual. Accordingly we view E as a finite subset of a~* \ {0} and invoke 
the space of E-Laurent functionals on a~c in the following definition. 
Definition 7.5. A (normalized) Arthur-Campoli functional for (G, r, P) is a 
Laurent functional £ • Ad(a~c, Z)~*au r ® A~ such that 
c[e*(P:.: :o  
for all x • G and v • Vr. The space of such functionals i denoted by AC(G, r, P). 
Our next objective is to define suitable spaces of meromorphic functions with 
controlled singular behavior. 
A Z-hyperplane in a~c is defined to be a hyperplane of the form l- i(0), where 
l:)~ e-~ ()~,ot) - c with ot~ Z and c c C. The hyperplane is said to be real if 
c 6 ]R. A E-configuration i a~c is a locally finite collection of Z-hyperplanes. The 
configuration is said to be real if all its hyperplanes are real. Let now 7-/be a real 
Z-configuration. For each H ~ 7-I we fix OtH • Z and SH • ]R such that H equals the 
zero locus Of lH : )~ ~ ()~, or) - -  s H .  
* whose closure intersects only Let d:7-/--+ N be a map. For co a subset of a o
finitely many hyperplanes from 7-/, we define the polynomial function 7r~o,d on a~c 
by 
(7.6) 7r~o,d = I-I ldH (H)" 
H67-/ 
H(3cl w¢10 
Moreover, we define AA (a~c, 7-/, d) to be the space of meromorphic functions q9 
A/I(a~c) such that for every bounded open subset co of a~, the function rr,o,d~0 is
regular on co + i a~. 
For co a bounded subset of a~ and n E Z we define the [0, ~]-valued seminorm 
Vco,d,n on .L4(a~c, ~,  d) by 
(7.7) vo,,d,n(~O) := sup (1 + 
)~Eto+ i a~ 
We define 7~(a~c, 7-/, d) to be the space of functions ~o 6 Wl(a~c, 7-/, d) such that 
v,o,d,n(~0) < (x~ for every compact set co C a~ and all n E 1~1. This space is a Fr6chet 
space with topology induced by the collection of seminorms v~o,d,,,, for w compact 
and n E N. 
We denote by A/" = Af(a~) the collection of maps n : C ---> N, with C the collection 
of compact subsets of a~. On A/" we define the partial ordering ~< by n ~< m if and 
only if n(co) ~< m(co) for all co • C. For n E A/" we define 7~*(a~c, 7-/, d) to be the 
space of functions ~o • A/[ (a~c, 7-/, d) such that 
Vw,d,-n(~o)(~O) = sup (1 + I < 
L~w+ia~ 
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for every compact subset co c a~. Equipped with the seminorms Vo,,d,-n(~o) the space 
79~ (a0c, ~,  d) is a complete locally convex space. If m ~< n then clearly Tm* C 79n*, 
with continuous linear inclusion map. 
We now define 
79*(%, n, a) := U 79.*(a;c, n, a), 
~e.,V'(a;) 
and equip this space with the inductive limit locally convex topology. 
In particular, these definitions may be interpreted for 7 /= 0 and d = 0. In this 
case we have zr~o,d = 1 for every co C a~, so that 
79(Ct~c, O) and 79"(a~c, O) 
* determined in the above fashion are just spaces of holomorphic functions ~o on ct0c 
by seminorms of the form 
1)o),n(~0 ) ;= sup (1 + I~l)nlqg(X)]. 
~.ew+ia~ 
For the rest of this section, let P e 790 be fixed and let 7-/= 7to,~,p be the smallest 
* such that the singular locus of)~ w-~ E*(P : )~ : .) collection of E-hyperplanes in a0c 
is contained in the union U 7-/. In view of Lemma 5.2 the collection 7/ is  locally 
finite and consists of real E-hyperplanes. Moreover, by the same lemma, the set of 
H ~ 7/with H A a~(P, R) ~ 0 is finite, for every R e 1R. 
We define the map d = do,r,p :7-/--+ N as follows. For each H e 7/ we fix 
In : a~c --+ C as in (7.6) and define d(H) as the smallest integer k ~> 0 such 
that the C °O (G) ® Hom(Vr, A2)-valued meromorphic function l~E* (P : .) extends 
regularly over H \ U{H' e 7-[ I H' 7~ H}. 
Given a subset co c a~ whose closure meets only finitely many hyperplanes 
from 7-f, we define the polynomial function zr~o,d as in (7.6). In particular, we 
= * A fi~(P, 0), where the second set write zr np for this polynomial with co = a 0 
in the intersection denotes the closure of the set (5.2) with R = 0. Thus, the 
Coo(G) ® Hom(V~0 ~42)-valued function )~ w-~ zr()~)E*(P : )~) is holomorphic on a 
neighborhood of a~ (P, R) and zr e rlz,R(a~) is minimal with this property. 
We define the following closed subspace of 79(a~c, ~,  d) ® ¢42: 
(7.8) 79AC(0.~C, ~, d, P) 
:= {q) E 79(a~c, 7-/, d) ® ~42 [ £~o = 0, V/2 E AC(G, r, P)}. 
Finally, we define the space 7~c(a~c, 7-/, d, P) in a similar fashion, but with 7 9 
replaced by 79*. 
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Definition 7.6. (a) Let R > 0. We define the Paley-Wiener space PWn(G, r, P) 
to be the subspace of PAC (a~c, 7-/, d, P) consisting of functions ~o such that, for all 
nEN,  
(7.9) sup (1 + I[)~ll)"e -RIRezl[lzr()~)~p0~)[[ < cx~. 
The space is equipped with the relative topology. 
(b) For R > 0 we define the distributional Paley-Wiener space PW)(G, r, P) 
to be the subspace of P~c(a~c, 7-/, d, P) consisting of functions ~ for which there 
exists a constant n E N such that 
(7.10) sup (1 + []~.ll)-ne -RIRezlllyr(~.)~p(~.)]] < oo. 
This space is also equipped with the relative topology. 
We will finish this section by discussing the relation of these Paley-Wiener 
spaces with the unnormalized Paley-Wiener spaces introduced in Definitions 3.5 
and 4.1. As a preparation, we first give another characterization f the unnormalized 
Paley-Wiener spaces. 
We define PuAC(aoc, 0, P) and P~AC(a0c, 0, P) as the closed subspaces of 
the spaces T'(a~¢, 0) ® .A2 and P*(a~c, 0) ® .A2, respectively, consisting of the 
functions ~o satisfying the relations 12~o = 0 for all 12 ~ uAChol(G, r, P). 
Proposition 7.7. Let R > O. 
(a) The space upWR(G, r, P) consists of the functions q9 ~ T'uAc(a~c, ~, P) with 
the property that, for every n ~ N, 
(7.11) sap (l+l)~l)ne-RIReZl]l~0()0[[ <oo. 
Moreover, the topology ofupwn(G, r, P) coincides with the relative topology 
from 7~,AC(a~C, 0 P). 
(b) The space upW~(G, r, P) consists of the functions ~o ~ T'u*AC(a~C, 0, P) with 
the property that there exists a number n E N such that 
(7.12) sup (1 + I)~l)-ne -RIRezl II (z)ll < ~ 
)~Ea~)(P,O) 
Moreover, the topology ofuPW*R(G, v, P) coincides with the relative topology 
from 79U*AC(a~c, 0 P). 
Proof. We start by making some remarks on Euclidean Paley-Wiener spaces. From 
the text preceding Definition 3.2 we recall the definition of the space HR (a~c), 
equipped with the Frtchet topology 7- induced by the seminorms VR,n, for n 6 N. 
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Clearly, HR(a~c) C 79(a~c, O), with continuous inclusion map. We denote by Tr the 
associated relative topology on HR (a~c). Then 7- is finer than T~. We will show that 
both topologies are in fact equal. 
By the Euclidean Paley-Wiener theorem, Euclidean Fourier transform ff'eucl 
defines a continuous linear isomorphism from C~(a0) onto HR(a~c). From a 
straightforward estimation it follows that the inverse Fourier transform -1 S'~ucl is 
continuous from 79(a~c, ~) to C°~(a0). It follows from the above that the identity 
O --1 map ~Ceucl ~C~ucl is continuous from (HR (a~c), %) to (I-IR (a~c), 7-). Hence 7- = ~.  
From the text preceding Definition 4.1 we recall the definition of H~(a~c), 
equipped with the inductive limit locally convex topology denoted T*. Clearly, 
I-IR(a0c)* * C 79"(aoc,* ~), with continuous inclusion map. Let ~* denote the asso- 
ciated relative topology on I-I~(a~c ). Then 7"* is finer than ~*. We will show that 
both topologies are equal. 
By the distributional Euclidean Paley-Wiener theorem, ~euel maps C~(ao)  
bijectively onto I-I~(a~c ). Fix R' > R and let k be an arbitrary positive integer. 
Then C~ °~ (ao)k, the suhspace of generalized functions of order at most k, naturally 
embeds into the continuous linear dual of the Banach space C~, (ao), equipped with 
the C k norm II • lick. Accordingly, we equip C/~(ao)k with the restriction of the 
dual norm. By a straightforward estimation, there exists a Ck > 0 such that 
VR,k(5~'eucl(f)) ~ Ckllfllc~ 
for all f c CkR,(a0). Let n E .Af(a~). Then by transposition it readily follows that 
--1 * * 3reucl maps 79,~ (a0c, ~) N H~(a~c ) into C~(a0)k ,  with k = n({0}) + dima0 + 1. 
Moreover, this map is continuous with respect to the relative topology from 
79n*(a~c, O) on the first of these spaces. Now ~'eucl maps C~(a0)k  continuously 
into H~(a~c ). It follows that the identity map 5reucl o .Teulc~ is continuous from 
7 9* (a~c, ~) n H~ (a~c) to H~ (a~c). By the universal property of the inductive limit, 
it follows that T 7 is finer than 7"*. Hence 7-* = Tr*. 
We proceed with the actual proof. We denote the subspace of 79uAC(a~c, 0  P) 
defined in (a) by 79W and the similar subspace defined in (b) by 79)4;*. These 
subspaces are equipped with the relative topologies. Clearly, uPWR(G, r, P) is 
a subspace of 79W, and "PW~(G, r, P) a subspace of 79W*, with continuous 
inclusion maps. To conclude the proof we must establish the converse inclusions, 
also with continuous inclusion maps. 
A holomorphic function ~o 60(a~c ) ® .A[ 2 that is annihilated by UAChol(G, "c, P), 
satisfies the functional equations 
(7.13) ~o(~.) = °Cpje(s:-~.)*~p(s~.), 
for s ~ W and generic )~ ~ a~c; in view of Proposition 6.4 this follows from 
Lemma 6.2 with P = Q. 
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In view of Lemma 5.3, there exists a product qs of linear factors of the form 
(., ~) - c, with o~ ~ E and c e C, such that ~. ~ q/~.)°Cplp(s : - s - l~)  * is 
polynomial. We define 
q(X) := H qs(S)~) (~. e ";C)" 
sEW 
Then there exist constants C > 0 and N ~ N, such that, for all s E W and )~ ~ a~c, 
l iq(s-lk)°Cple(s:-s-12)l[ <~ c(1 + I)~l) g. 
If we combine this with the functional equation (7.13), we see that, for each s 6 W, 
every n ~ Z and all ~ c fi;(P, 0), 
(1 + Is-1xOne -RIRes-l~'l Ilq(s-lz)~o(s-lz)ll 
<~ C(1 + I)q)n+Ne-RIReXlllq)(Z)ll. 
Combining these estimates for s e W, we obtain 
vn,.(qg) <<. C sup (1 + 15~I)n+Ne--RIReXlilqg()Oll, 
xea;(P,O) 
where vR,n is defined as in the first part of the proof. On the other hand, by an easy 
application of Cauchy's integral formula it follows that for every n e Z there exists 
a constant Cn > 0 such that 
VR,n(9) <~ Cnvg,n(q~p), 
for all ~0 ~ O(a~c ) ® ,42. It follows from these estimates that T'W equals the 
intersection ofPUAC (a~c, 0, P) with the Euclidean Paley-Wiener space HR (a~c) ® 
.42. By definition, the topology of 7:'142 equals the relative topology from the 
first of these spaces. By the first part of the proof, the topology also coincides 
with the relative topology from the second of these spaces. It follows that PW c 
uPWR(G, ~:, P) with continuous inclusion map. This establishes (a). Assertion (b) 
follows by a similar argument. [] 
We define the map Hp ~ Aut(A4(a~c) ® .42) by 
lde~o(;~) = cew(1  : -2)'9(~). 
Then (7.3) may be rephrased as 
" ~e  =He o Y'p. 
Theorem 7.8. Let R > O. The map He c Aut(A4(a~c) ® .42) restricts to a 
topological linear isomorphism 
PW~(C, r, P) - ,  "PW~(6, r, P), 
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and similarly to a topological linear isomorphism 
PWR(G, v, P) ~-> upWR(G, v, P). 
Proofi It follows from Lemma 5.3 that the functions )~ ~-~ CPiP(1 : _~),:t:1 belong 
to M(a~c, Z) ® End(A2), so that the map Up restricts to a linear automorphism of
the space AJ(a~c, 5]) ® A2. It follows from Lemma 7.2 that transposition i duces 
an automorphism/4~o ofJtd(a~c, Za* ~ A* Jlaur '~' "~2" 
Let "AC(G, r, P) denote the space of Laurent functionals/: • 2vl(a~¢, Z)~aur ® 
MY e such that (3.3) holds for all x • G and v • Vr. Then it follows from Lemma 7.3 
that the natural map 
(7.14) uAC(G, r, P) --> UAChol(G, r, P) 
is surjective. 
I fE  • M(a~c, Z)~aur ® A~, then 
E[~E*(P : . :x )v ]  = Eoble[E*(P : . :x)v], 
for all x • G and v • Vr. It follows that U~ restricts to a linear isomorphism from 
uAC(G, r, P) onto the space AC(G, r, P). 
Let A/lAc(a~c, Z, P) denote the space of~o • A4(a~c, Z) ® A2 such that E~o = 0 
for all E • AC(G, r, P). Similarly, let AAuAc(a~c, Z, P) denote the space of ~o • 
J~(a~c,  ~2) ® ,,42 such that £~0 = 0 for all £ • uAC(G, r, P). Then it follows 
from the above that b/p defines a linear isomorphism from A/IAc(a~c, Z, P) onto 
A4,AC(a~c, Z, P). The latter of the two spaces consists of holomorphic functions, 
by Lemma 7.4, applied with S consisting of the functions UE*(P :. :x)v, for x • G 
and v • Vr. By surjectivity of the map (7.14) it follows that AA~AC(a~c, Z, P) 
equals the space O~Ac(a~c, P) of q9 • O(a~c ) @ A2 with Z:~o = 0 for all £ • 
UAChoffG, r, P). 
We conclude that Up defines a linear isomorphism from MAc(a~c, Z, P) onto 
Ouac(a~c, P). Only the estimates remain to be taken care of. 
Let o9 C a~ be a bounded open subset. Applying Lemma 7.4 with S consisting 
of all functions E*(P : • : x), for x • G and with f2 = o) + ia~ and ~ = ~r~o,~ ® 1, 
we see that for every ~o • 3AAc(a~c, Z, P) the function rCo~,d~O is holomorphic on 
o9 + ia~. This implies that MAc(a~c, E, P) C M(a~c, 7-/, d) ® .,42. 
Again, let o9 C a t be a bounded open subset. Then o) + ia~ C a~(P, r) for a 
suitable real number . By Lemma 5.2, there exists a polynomial p • YIz (a~) such 
that )~ ~+ p()OCpip (1 : -~.)* is holomorphic on a~(P, r). Moreover, by application 
of the same lemma, there exist N • N and C > 0 such that, for every n • Z, 
Vw,n (pYl'w,dUp f ) ~ CPw,n+N (Ygw,d q)) 
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for all q9 E A4(a~c, ~,  d) ® ¢42. On the other hand, let w0 be a relatively compact 
subset of co. Then, by an easy application of Cauchy's integral formula, there exists 
for every n E Z a constant Cn > 0, such that 
Vo~o,n ( ~ ) <~ Cn vw,n (PZro~,d~ ) 
for all 7t ~ A4(a~c, ~,  d) ® .,42 that are regular on co + ia~. It follows that 
!9og0,n(~/Pqg) ~ CnC Pw,d,n+N(qg), 
a • for all ~0 c PAC(a~c, ~,  d, P). This implies that L/p maps PAC( 0c' 7-/, d, P) con- 
tinuous linearly into T'(a~c, 0) ®.,42, hence also continuously into PuAc(a~c, 0, P). 
Moreover, the same statement holds for the spaces with superscript ,. By a similar 
argument, involving Lemma 5.2 for the inverse of the C-function, it follows that 
/.,/p1 maps ~)UAC(O~c, 0 P) continuous linearly into T'AC(a~c, 7-/, d, P). A similar 
statement is true for the spaces with the superscript ,.
Finally, using Lemma 5.2 once more in the above fashion, it follows that a 
function ~0 6 79AC(a~c, 7-/, d, P) satisfies the estimate (7.9) for all n 6 1~ if and 
only if L/p~O satisfies the estimate (7.11) for all n 6 N. If  we combine this with 
Proposition 7.7 (a), we see that b/p restricts to a topological linear isomorphism 
from PWR (G, r, P) onto uPWR (G, r, P). The analogous tatements for the spaces 
with the superscript • are proved in a similar fashion. [] 
8. THE GROUP AS A SYMMETRIC SPACE 
We retain the notation of the previous sections. In this section we will view the 
group G as a symmetric space, and compare the Fourier transforms and Paley- 
Wiener spaces for G with those for the associated symmetric space. This will allow 
us to deduce the Paley-Wiener theorems for the group from the analogous theorems 
for symmetric spaces. 
As G is of the Harish-Chandra class, the group ,G := G x G is of this class as 
well. We consider the involution ,or o f ,G  defined by ,tr (x, y) = (y, x). Its group of 
fixed points, the diagonal subgroup, is denoted by ,H.  The space ,X := ,G / ,H  is 
a reductive symmetric space of the Harish-Chandra class. The map ,G --+ G given 
by (x, y) ~ xy -1 induces a diffeomorphism 
(8.1) p: ,X :=,G/ ,H- - ->G,  
intertwining the natural eft action of ,G with the action of ,G on G given by 
(x, y)g = xgy -1. Accordingly, G becomes a reductive symmetric space of the 
Harish-Chandra class. We fix a choice of Haar measure dg on G; then dx = p*(dg) 
is a choice of,G-invariant measure on ,X. 
The map ,0 := (0, 0) is a Cartan involution of ,G which commutes with ,a .  
The associated maximal compact subgroup equals ,K  :---- K × K. We recall that 
~: = (rl, r2) is a double unitary representation f K in V~ and define the unitary 
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representation f .K  in Vr by ,r(kl ,  k2)v = r(kl)vr(k2) -1. Then pull-back by p 
induces a topological linear isomorphism 
(8.2) p* : C-~(G : r) -~> C-°°( ,X : ,r) ,  
which we shall also denote by f w-> , f .  Clearly this isomorphism restricts to an 
isomorphism between the subspaces indicated by Cc ~, C c~ and Cc ~. 
The -1  eigenspaces o f ,0  and ,or in ,g equal ,p :=p x p and ,q := {(X, -X)  I 
X 6 ~t}, respectively. It follows that a maximal abelian subspace ,aq of ,p A ,q is 
given by 
,aq:= {(X,-X) IX EgO}. 
The derivative of p equals the isomorphism ,l~/,b ---> g induced by the map 
x 1~ ---> 0, (X, Y) ~ X - Y; we will denote this derivative by p as well. The 
map p restricts to the isomorphism from ,aq onto a0 given by (X , -X)  ~ 2X. 
Via pull-back under the isomorphism p, we transfer the given inner product on go 
to an inner product on ,aq. Accordingly, for every R > 0 the closed ball ,/}g of 
center 0 and radius R in ,% is mapped onto the similar ball/~g in go. It follows that 
p : ,X -+ G maps ,XR := ,K  exp,/~g,H onto GR = KBRK. The following result 
is now obvious. 
Lemma 8.1. Let R > O. The map p*, defined in (8.2), restricts to a topological 
linear isomorphism from CR°°(G : r) onto CR~(,X : , r ) ,  and, similarly, to a 
topological linear isomorphism from C~ ( G : r) onto C~( ,X  : ,r) .  
We will now compare the definition of the normalized Eisenstein integral for 
(,X, , r )  given in [3, Section 2], with the one for (G, r) given in the present paper. 
* ---> ,a~ (for the dual inner The isometry p: ,aq ---> go induces an isometry p* :a  0
products on these spaces). The complex linear extension of this map is denoted by 
p*:Xw-~.X, * --~ * a0C * aqc. 
The system ,E  of restricted roots of,aq in ,0 consists of the roots ½,or, fora ~ E. 
The root space for the root ½,or is given by ~ x {0} ~ {0} × 0-6. Thus, if P e 790 then 
,p  := p ×/5 belongs to the set ,79~n of minimal ,cr,0-stable parabolic subgroups 
o f ,  G containing ,Aq; the associated system of positive roots i s ,  E (, P) = { ½,a [ 
ot 6 E(P)}. As usual, let p,e E ,Ct~ be defined by 
1 
p.p(.) := ~ tr(ad(.)ln.p). 
Then p,e = ,(pp). Thus, without ambiguity, we may use the notation ,pe for this 
functional. 
Via the isometry ,aq -~ go we see that every element of the Weyl group of ,E  
can be realized by an element o f ,K  A ,H  = diag(K). It follows that the coset space 
, W/ ,  W, Kn, H consists of one element. Thus as a set of representatives forthis coset 
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space in the normalizer of ,aq in ,K  we may fix ,W = {e}. Accordingly, the space 
°C(,r) of [3, Eq. (17)], now denoted by ,.42, is given by 
,.42 := C~( ,M/ ,M A ,H  : , r )  = L2( ,M/ ,M A ,H  : ,r).  
We equip the space ,M / ,M A ,H  with the pull-back of the invariant measure on 
M0 under the analogue of the map (8.1) for the tuple (Mo, r0), and the space ,.42 
with the associated L2-type inner product. Then the analogue of the isomorphism 
(8.2) for the tuple (Mo, to) gives a unitary isomorphism 
p* : ~P ~ ,7t, .42 ~ ,.42. 
Given 7t ~ .42, we define the Eisenstein integral E( ,P  : ,Tt : ,)Q as in [3, Eq. (20)]. 
Then we have the following relation with the Eisenstein integral defined in (2.3). 
Lemma 8.2. Let P ~ 79o, 0 e .42. Then for every (x, y) ~ ,G, 
(8.3) E( ,P  : ,7t : ,)O(x, y) = e(e: C~lp(1 : -2)*0 : )~)(xy-1), 
as an identity of meromorphic functions in the variable )~ ~ a~c. 
Proof. We briefly write N = Np. Let )~ ~ a~c be such that Re )~ + pp is/5_dominant. 
Then Re,)~ + ,pp is ,/5-dominant. Let ,7t(,)0 : ,G --~ V~ be defined as in 
[3, Eq. (17)], for the situation at hand. Then ,~(,~) = 0 outside , P ,H  and 
, ~(,)~ : namlg, ha-lm2g) = a 2z +2'°P 0(mlm~-l), 
for n ~ N, h E A/, a e Ao, ml, m2 E Mo and g E G. It follows that ,t}(,)0 = ,[~0Q], 
where ~00 : G ~ Vr is defined to be zero outside NAoMoN and 
~ (~. : namh) = a )~ +pe ap (m ) 
for (n, a, m, ~) E N x Ao x Mo x N. In view of [3, Eq. (20)], we now infer that 
(8.4) E ( ,P :  ,~  " , ) , :  (X1, X2)) 
= [ ,r(kl,  k2)-1,~(,)~ : klxl, k2x2) dkl dk2 
t /  
KxK 
= f 
KxK 
= E(P : qJ(~.) : )~ : XlX21), 
see (2.3), where the function qJ( )0  : Mo --+ Vr is defined by 
(8.5) qJ(~. : m) = f ~()~ :mk-1)r(k)dk. 
K 
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As M0 normalizes N, the function ~()~) transforms according to ~()~ : xm) = 
(p(~. : x)r(m), for x ~ G and m ~ M0. It follows that the integrand in (8.5) is a 
left M0-invariant measurable function on K. We now consider the real analytic map 
(K, H, v) : G --+ K × ct0 x N determined by 
(8.6) x =x(x)expH(x)v(x) (x ~ G). 
Then the Haar measure dh may be normalized such that for every ~0 c C(K/Mo) 
we have 
f ~o(k)dk= f ~o(x(~))e-2pPH(~) d t. 
x 
We apply this substitution of variables to the integral (8.5). Since K(h) = hv(h) -1 × 
exp[-H(~)],  whereas ~(~) is right A/-invariant, it follows that 
(8.7) tp ()~, m) = . f  e(X-PP'H(~))~(m)r(x(h)) dh = [Cplp(1 
The last equality follows from [14, §19, Theorem 1], since r is unitary (take 
Remark 5.1 into account). In the notation of [14], we have /zp = 0 since P is 
minimal. 
Combining (8.4) with (8.7) we obtain the desired identity for )~ ~ a~c such that 
Re ~, + pp is/5_dominant. Now apply analytic ontinuation. 
Remark 8.3. With the same method of proof it can be shown that Lemma 8.2 
generalizes to arbitrary parabolic subgroups of G. In the more general lemma, the 
expression on the left-hand side is defined as in Harish-Chandra's work, taking 
account of Remark 2.1. Moreover, the Eisenstein integral on the right-hand side 
is defined as in [10, p. 61], with ~. in place of -~.  In the proof one has to replace the 
decomposition (8.6) by the decomposition i duced by G = K exp(me N p)AeNe. 
Remark 8.4. Lemma 8.2 can also be derived from [2, Lemma 1], by expressing 
both Eisenstein integrals as matrix coefficients of representations of the principal 
series, see [3, Eq. (25)] and [13, Theorem 7.1]. 
Corollary 8.5. Let P ~ 790, 7t 6 .,42. Then 
(8.8) eo( ,P  : p*~ : , z )  = p*(e°(e : ~ : z ) ) ,  
as an identity of meromorphic functions in the variable )~ ~ a0c. 
Proof. In (8.3) we substitute Xl = mla and x2 = m2a -1 for ml,m2 E MoAo 
and a E Ao. Comparing coefficients in the asymptotic expansions of type (5.1) 
for both sides, as a --+ o0 in A +, we obtain that p,-1 o C, eI,e(1 : ,)0 o p* = 
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Cple(1 : &)Cplp(1 : -~)*. The result now follows from Lemma 8.2 if we apply the 
definitions of the normalized Eisenstein integrals, see (7.1) and [3, Eq. (49)]. [] 
We can now formulate the relation between the Fourier transforms for G and 
those for the associated symmetric space ,X; for the definition of the latter, we 
refer to [3, Eq. (59)]. We define the linear isomorphism 
(8.9) p* :34(a~c) @ A 2 -~> 34(,aqc) @ ,.A 2 
by P*0P)(,)0 = p*[O(X)], for ~p ~ 34(a~c) ® A2 and for generic ~. c a~c. 
Lemma 8.6. 
Cc~(G : r) 
34(a;c) ® A2 
Let P ~ Po. Then the following diagram commutes: 
P* > Cc~(,X : ,r) 
P* ~ 34(,aqc) ® ,A2. 
Proof. Let f ~ Cc°°(G : r) and put , f  := p*( f )  ~ Cc~( ,X  : ,r).  Let ap 6 A2. 
Then it follows by application of Corollary 8.5 and the fact that dx = p*(dg) that 
= [ ( , f (x ) ,  E°( ,P : ,O:  -,~. : x)}dx 
,X 
=- [ ( f (g ) ,  E°(P  : ap : --2 : g))dg 
G 
= (:, :(x), v-,) = :(x>], 
In the last equality we have used that p* : gr w-~ ,ap is a unitary isomorphism from 
A2 onto ,A2. Using the definition of the map (8.9) we conclude that ~,  v] o p* ( f )  = 
p* o Fp f . [] 
The map p* :L ~ ,)~ is a linear isomorphism from a~ onto ,a~, mapping the set E 
onto 2, E. It follows that he map p* in (8.9) maps 34 (a~c, E) ® A2 isomorphically 
onto 34 (, aqc,, E) ® ,A2. Moreover, the transpose of its inverse restricts to a linear 
isomorphism 
(8.10) P* :-A/l(a~c, ~])laur ~ Jt~ -> .A,'l(,CtqC , *~)laur @ *~42, 
which we shall also denote by E w~ ,E. 
Lemma 8.7. The isomorphism (8.10) maps AC(G, r, P) onto AC(,X, , r ,  ,P). 
Proof. Let (x, y) 6 G × G and v 6 Vr. We consider the functions f :/x w-~ E*( ,P  : 
Ix : (x, y))v and g : L ~ E*(P : k : xy-1)v,  where the first dual Eisenstein integral 
is defined in a fashion analogous to (7.2), see [5, Eq. (2.3)]. 
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It follows from Corollary 8.5 that f = p*g. Thus, for every 12 c J~(Ct~C)lau r ~ ~4~ 
we have that p*(12)f = ,12,g = 12g. tt follows from this that 12 c AC(G, r, P) if and 
only i fp*(£)  6 AC(,X : , r  : ,P) .  The result follows. [] 
Let P 6 500 and R > 0. We define the Paley-Wiener space PWR(,X : ,Z : ,P )  
as in [7, Definition 3.4]. The mentioned efinition depends on a choice of positive 
roots, which we take to be ,E ( ,P ) .  We enlarge this space to a distributional Paley- 
Wiener space PW~(,X : , r  : ,P )  in complete analogy with the way in which (b) 
enlarges (a) in Definition 7.6. 
Theorem 8.8. Let P ~ 790 and R > O. The map (8.9) restricts to a topological 
linear isomorphism 
(8.11) p* : PW,~(G, r, P) - ,  PW,~(.X, . r ,  .P )  
and to a similar isomorphism between the spaces without he superscript .. 
Remark 8.9. The definition of PWR(,X, , r ,  ,P )  in [7, Definition 3.4], is not 
completely analogous to Definition 7.6 (a), as the definition in [7] invokes only the 
relations determined by the space AC~(,X, r, P) of Arthur-Campoli functionals 
with real support; see also [7, Definition 3.2]. However, it follows by application of 
[7, Theorem 3.6], that the functions in the Paley-Wiener space thus defined satisfy 
all remaining Arthur-Campoli relations as well. Consequently, [7, Definition 3.4], 
determines the same Paley-Wiener space as the analogue of Definition 7.6 for 
the triple (,X, , r ,  ,P) .  A similar remark can be made for the distributional 
Paley-Wiener space. 
It follows from these observations, combined with the results of this paper, that 
the Paley-Wiener spaces introduced in Definitions 3.2, 3.5 and 7.6 remain unaltered 
if only the Arthur~Campoli functionals with real support are invoked. 
Proof. We define the hyperplane configuration ,7-( = ,7-t,x.,~.,p and the map 
,d = d,x,,r,, p as in [7, text following Lemma 2.1]. In view of the relation between 
the dual Eisenstein integrals, it follows that p*(~) = ~ and that d, = d o p*. 
This implies that the map p* introduced in (8.9) restricts to a topological linear 
isomorphism 
P (a0c, 7-/, d) ~ 5 ° ( ,aqC , ,7-/, ,d), 
and to a similar isomorphism between the spaces without he superscript ,. In view 
of Lemma 8.7 these isomorphisms restrict to isomorphisms of the closed subspaces 
with index AC. 
Let ,rr be defined as 7r in [7], for the tuple (,X, , r )  and the positive system 
,E  + = ,E ( ,P ) .  Then it follows from the relation between the dual Eisenstein 
integrals that ,Jr = p*(zr), possibly up to a nonzero constant factor, which we may 
ignore here. As * * ,aq, p : a 0~ * )~ ~ ,)~, is an isometry, it follows that 
7r(~.)eRIRe~l = ,rr(,~.)e RIRe*LI. 
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Moreover, f rom p*(Z(P)) -- 2,Z(,P) it fo l lows that ,a~(,P, 0) = p* (a~(P ,  0)). 
Thus, a function ~o ~(*)" * YACta0C, 7-/, d) satisfies an estimate of type (7.9) (or of type 
(7.10)) if and only if the function p*(~0) satisfies the analogous estimate for the 
triple (,X, ,r ,  ,P) .  The result now follows in view of Remark 8.9. [] 
It follows from Lemma 8.6 combined with Lemma 8.1 and Theorem 8.8 that Up 
is a topological linear isomorphism C°~(G : T) --+ PWR(G, r, P) if and only i f f ,  p 
is a topological inear isomorphism C~( ,X  : ,r)  --+ PWR(,X, ,r,  ,P) .  In view of 
the results of Section 7, it now follows that Theorem 3.6, hence Arthur's Paley- 
Wiener theorem, is a consequence of [7, Theorem 3.6]. Similarly, it follows from 
the Paley-Wiener theorem proved in [8] that Up is a topological linear isomorphism 
from C~°°(G : 1:) onto PW~(G, r, P). Thus, the validity of Theorem 4.2 follows 
from the main result of [8]. 
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